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Over 100 hands-on recipes to help you efficiently administer, customize, and extend your JIRA 6
implementationAbout This BookMake JIRA adapt to your organization and process flowGather
and display the right information from users with customized forms and layoutsExtend the
capabilities of JIRA with add-ons, scripts, and integrations with other popular applications and
cloud platformsWho This Book Is ForIf you are an administrator who will be customizing,
supporting, and maintaining JIRA for your organization, this book is for you. Familiarity with the
core concepts of JIRA is essential. For some recipes, basic understanding in HTML, CSS, and
JavaScript will also be helpful.What You Will LearnUpgrade and maintain a JIRA instanceDesign
and implement custom forms to capture information with custom fields, screens, and validation
rulesCreate custom workflows with complex validation logic and business rulesSecure JIRA
data from unauthorized accessSet up single sign-on for JIRA on a Windows domainMake JIRA
compliant with FDA Part 11 with electronic signaturesIntegrate JIRA with other cloud platforms,
such as Google DriveAutomate administrative tasks with scripts and command-line interfacesIn
DetailAtlassian JIRA is an enterprise issue tracker system. One of its key strengths is its ability to
adapt to the needs of an organization, from the frontend user interface, to providing a platform
for add-ons to extend its capabilities.The book starts with upgrading your existing JIRA instance,
and tasks you can perform on the server level to better maintain it. We then delve deeper into
adapting JIRA to your organization's needs, starting with the visual elements of setting up
custom forms to capture important data with custom fields and screens, and moving on to
ensuring data integrity through defining field behaviors.Furthermore, we'll gain deeper insights
into JIRA's e-mail capabilities, including managing outgoing e-mail rules and processing
incoming e-mails for automated issue creation. The book concludes with some tips and tricks
that will help make things much easier for administrators, such as running scripts to automate
tasks, easy access to logs, and tools to help troubleshooting problems.

About the AuthorGary B. Shelly wrote and published his first computer education textbook in
1969. More than twenty million copies of Shelly Cashman Series' textbooks have been sold.
Gary and a talented group of contributing authors have produced books on computer
programming, computer concepts, and application software that are the leading textbooks in the
computer technology market today. Gary has hosted the annual Shelly Cashman Institute, a
week-long training event focusing on the latest topics in technology, for the past 34 years.Susan
L. Sebok is a retired professor at South Suburban College in South Holland, Illinois. She is also a
licensed attorney. Ms. Sebok has co-authored several textbooks for the leading Shelly Cashman
Series, including multiple versions of Microsoft PowerPoint and DISCOVERING COMPUTERS.
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Craig, “Excellent step by step guidebook to accomplish the most common .... Excellent step by
step guidebook to accomplish the most common needs for JIRA. Much better than other
publications that I have tried.”

Steve, “Good how to book. Good how to book.”

W Boudville, “integrate with github etc. When the book says Jira is an issue tracking package for
a corporate environment, in practice for some of you, this will mean handling complaints and
bugs. In the computing community, bug tracking is a common necessity for any firm putting out
software.The book is directed towards a system administrator of Jira. There is much flexibility
built into what you can make for your users. A form that a user fills out can have fields that you
define as mandatory or not. The former means the user must fill out a field. You should probably
exercise care about how many such fields you assign this status. Tempting after all to define all
fields as mandatory. But that can deter some users from reporting an issue. While this might be
frustrating from your standpoint, you have to make a tradeoff between ease of reporting and the
comprehensiveness of those reports.Jira is much more than form filling. One chapter delves into
how you can define a workflow. Using an simple graphical interface to build a directed graph. A
finite state machine, for those readers with the appropriate background. This network machine
can then be used by your users in a project. The transitions between nodes [states] of the
network can themselves have intermediate screens where users can fill in extra data or get
information.If indeed you want to use Jira for software development, then chapter 7 is germane.
It shows how to integrate it with github, bitbucket and other 3rd party packages and websites. As
you may know, several of these sites are now often used by programmers to archive their code
in a globally accessible manner. A key paradigm change in the programming field. Jira lets you
accomodate your users if they use these websites.”

Dale Miller, “After reading through this book I can suggest that it is a good book for anyone
looking to implement Jira in their .... I have had significant experience administering Jira over the
last 8 years. After reading through this book I can suggest that it is a good book for anyone
looking to implement Jira in their organization. It will give you appropriate instructions to setup a
basic install to allow your organization to begin tracking issues with your product quickly. This
book also provides indications and practical examples of the power that Jira can provide via
customization with some of the more common plugins to allow your organization to grow and
allow you to customize the Jira tool for your specific needs. This book will provide the knowledge
you will need to help you make Jira successful in your organization.”

Philipp Sendek, “I can recommend this for fresh and experienced JIRA admins alike. JIRA, a
software that has its roots in the software development and the bug tracking has a growing



popularity even outside of those industries. The fact that JIRA is more like a very versatile
framework than a static standard software for managing issues will become clear once more in
this bookThe author doesn't limit himself to providing a plain guide that only states the obvious
ways of customizations which the user interface offers, but brings in his years of experience to
deliver a full-fledged administration guide with extraordinary depth:Apart from general things like
the installation, setting up own issues types, workflows, field configurations et al. he picks up
common snitches and minor issues and provides practical solutions in form of Velocity-, Groovy-
or JavaScript-Code to adjust the appearance, automatize field input or run content checks in
screens. Yet this book isn't only dedicated to "hardcore" admins either, as even starters will learn
a lot on best practices before or even during setting up and getting familiar with JIRA.Therefor I
can absolutely recommend this book to fresh and experienced JIRA admins alike, using it
myself to pick up some new tricks in terms of scripting and "under the hood" tweaking.”

Ellen Feaheny, “Your JIRA end users and boss(es) will thank you for digesting this book. This
book is the logical and natural "extra limb" for any Atlassian server administrator serious about
their job supporting JIRA end users in a corporation. Sure, you can "get by" winging it day by
day, and many do. But as many also learn, with JIRA, ramifications for your configuration
decisions matter well beyond the day you make them. Similarly, unraveling early-on poor
decisions can be both painful and cumbersome. This book will help you make good and right
JIRA configuration decisions out the gate, and simultaneously bring your JIRA skill set up a
whole new level. Bonus: your end users and boss(es) will thank you for it.(This is Mr. Li's 3rd
book on JIRA; he's worked with the platform for 8+years in some of the largest/most complex
corporate JIRA installations in the world.)”

Deggsie, “... little too much on the add-ons but otherwise quite useful if you are new to V6. relies
a little too much on the add-ons but otherwise quite useful if you are new to V6.”

The book by Patrick Li has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 11 people have provided feedback.
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